Abstract-Distributed fair queueing in shared-medium ad hoc wireless networks is non-trivial because of the unique design challenges in such networks, such as location-dependent contention, distributed nature of ad hoc fair queueing, channel spatial reuse, and scalability in the presence of node mobility. In this paper, we seek to devise new distributed, localized, scalable and efficient solutions to this problem. We first analyze an ideal centralized fair queueing algorithm developed for ad hoc networks, and extract the desired global properties that the localized algorithms should possess. We then propose three localized fair queueing models, in which local schedulers self-coordinate their local interactions and collectively achieve the desired global properties. We further describe a novel implementation of the proposed models within the framework of the popular CSMA/CA paradigm and address several practical issues. Our simulations and analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed design.
I. INTRODUCTION
The explosive growth of the Internet and the convergence of wireless communication and networking have jump-started several wireless networking technologies such as MANET, bluetooth and sensor networks. These emerging wireless technologies are envisioned to support a rich set of data applications, e.g., both error-sensitive and delay-sensitive applications, over the bandwidth-constrained wireless medium. With this vision in mind, the issue of providing fair and bounded delay channel access among multiple contending hosts over a scarce and shared wireless channel has come to the fore. Fair queueing has been a popular paradigm to achieve this goal in both wireline and packet cellular networking environments [1] - [9] . However, the problem of designing fully distributed, scalable, and efficient fair queueing algorithms in the shared-channel ad hoc wireless network remains largely unaddressed because of the unique issues in such networks. These issues include location-dependent contention, distributed nature of ad hoc fair queueing, channel spatial reuse, and how to manage a potential large number of flows in a dense and mobile network graph.
Two recent related works [10] , [12] have formulated the problem of fair packet scheduling in ad hoc networks and addressed some of the issues raised above. In each work, the authors have proposed an ideal centralized fair queueing model by assuming a centralized scheduler and perfect knowledge of each flow in the entire network topology, and then designed a distributed implementation to approximate the idealized model. Therefore, the focus of these two works has been the problem formulation and an appropriate ideal centralized model for fair queueing in shared-channel multihop wireless networks. As a consequence, the distributed implementation proposed in these papers can at best conceptually approximate the proposed centralized model.
In essence, the unique characteristics of ad hoc wireless networks such as location-specific contention create spatial coupling effects among flows in the network graph, and the fundamental notion of fairness may require non-local computation among contending flows. Adding these features together, fair queueing in shared-channel multihop wireless environments is no longer a local property at each output link and has to exhibit global behaviors; this has to be achieved through distributed and localized decisions at each node.
In this paper, we re-examine the problem of distributed fair packet scheduling in a shared-medium multihop wireless network. If fair packet scheduling is indeed a distributed computation problem by its nature, an ideal centralized model cannot lead us too far except provide us a possibly unachievable performance bound. Therefore, we take a different approach in this work: we analyze an ideal centralized fair queueing algorithm in ad hoc networks, and extract the desired global properties from it. Our goal is to devise distributed and localized solutions such that local schedulers must self-coordinate their local interactions to achieve the desired global behavior. To this end, we propose a suite of fully distributed and localized 3-D (2D of the graph topology and 1D in the time domain) fair queueing models that use local flow information and perform local computations only, and describe our implementation of these models within the popular CSMA/CA paradigm. Through both simulations and analysis, we show that these local fair queueing models perform locally coordinated scheduling decisions and collectively achieve desired global properties such as fairness, scaling and network efficiency.
Two key contributions of this paper are the following: (a) a suite of fully distributed and localized fair queueing models, which collectively exhibit desirable global fairness properties; and (b) a novel table-driven distributed implementation within the framework of CSMA/CA paradigm. Our simulations and analysis demonstrate that our proposed approach provides a localized, scalable, and efficient solution to distributed fair queueing in ad hoc networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the network model and identifies the key design challenges for ad hoc fair queueing. Section III analyzes a centralized algorithm, extracts desired global properties for distributed fair queueing algorithms, and proposes a suite of distributed and local fair queueing models in an ad hoc network. Section IV describes a distributed implementation of the model. Section V presents a simulation-based performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm. Section VI provides some discussions and describes related work, and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. MODELS AND ISSUES

A. Network Model
In this paper, we consider a packet-switched multihop wireless network in which the wireless medium is shared among multiple contending users, i.e., a single physical channel with capacity is available for wireless transmissions. Transmissions are locally broadcast and only receivers within the trans-0-7803-7016-3/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEE mission range of a sender can receive its packets. Each linklayer packet flow is a stream of packets being transmitted from the source to the destination, where the source and destination are neighboring nodes that are within transmission range of each other 1 . Two flows are contending with each other if either the sender or the receiver of one flow is within the transmission range of the sender or the receiver of the other flow 2 [13] . We make three assumptions [13] - [17] : (a) a collision occurs when a receiver is in the reception range of two simultaneously transmitting nodes, thus unable to cleanly receive signal from either of them; we ignore capture effect in this work, (b) a node cannot transmit and receive packets simultaneously, and (c) neighborhood is a commutative property; hence, flow contention is also commutative.
In the following, we do not consider non-collision-related channel errors. For simplicity of presentation, we only consider fixed packet size in this paper, which is a realistic assumption in typical wireless networks. Our proposed models work equally well for the variable-packet-size case, and we will come back to this point in Section VI.
B. Issues of Fair Queueing in Ad Hoc Networks
Fair packet scheduling in ad hoc wireless networks is nontrivial because of two unique challenges of such networks:
(a) Location-dependent contention
Since wireless transmissions are locally broadcast, collisions and contention for the shared medium, are location dependent. Consider the example shown in Figure 1 , which shows a six-node network graph and each arrow-line denotes a packet flow from the sender to the receiver. Flow ½ contends with flows ¾ ¿ since these four flows are within the transmission range of either the sender or the receiver of flow ½ . Therefore, these four flows should restrain from transmissions when ½ transmits. Similarly, Flow ¾ contends with flows ½ ¿ . Hence, each flow has a different contending flow set depending on its location.
Location-dependent contention, together with the multi-hop nature of an ad hoc network, also allows for channel spatial reuse. Specifically, any two flows that are not interfering with each other can potentially transmit data packets over the physical channel simultaneously. Consider the example of Figure  1 again. Flows ½ and are not contending with each other, and they can transmit concurrently, thus enabling channel spatial reuse.
Location-dependent contention as well as spatial reuse brings new issues to packet scheduling in ad hoc networks. In a wireline or packet cellular network, packets are scheduled independently at each output link. The scheduler at a link only needs ½ As in wireline fair queueing, multi-hop flows are treated as multiple singlehop flows.
¾ Following the CSMA/CA medium access paradigm, we assume that data transmission will be preceded by a control handshake. Thus the nodes in the neighborhood of both the sender and the receiver must defer transmission to ensure a successful handshake.
to consider flows that are contending for that link, and no coordination efforts are needed for scheduling decisions made at neighboring nodes. Therefore, fair queueing model defined for such networks is, in essence, a local property for transmitting flows over each link, and fair queueing algorithms ensure local fair sharing of bandwidth (as defined by the fairness model) in the time domain among contending flows that share a single link.
In a shared-medium multihop wireless network, locationdependent contention generates coupling effects among flows in a network graph. Hence, flow scheduling is no longer a local decision, and such decisions cannot be made with respect to "local" flows alone and be done independent of other neighbors. Fair queueing becomes a 3-dimensional problem; it should be performed in both the time domain and the spatial domain. It needs coordinated design among neighbors.
(b) Distributed nature of ad hoc fair queueing
In wireline networks, a switch is making scheduling decisions for its packet flows and it has direct access to the exact flow information, e.g., which flow has outstanding packets, when packets for a particular flow arrive and how many packets are waiting in the queue at any instant. In a packet cellular network, the base station is the natural logical choice for the scheduling entity in the cell, and the base station can access uplink flow information with the help of other supporting mechanisms, e.g., through MAC-layer techniques [5] .
In an ad hoc network, contending flows may originate from different sending nodes, and each node needs to implement a local scheduler for its transmitting flows. Hence, no single logical entity for scheduling of these flows in the network graph is available. Besides, the flow information is "spreaded" out in these sending nodes, and each sender does not have direct access to other flows' information at other senders. Consider Figure 1 again, each of the six senders -does not know the packetlevel flow information at the other nodes. This illustrates that ad hoc fair queueing is a distributed computation problem by its nature.
C. Design Requirements for Fair Queueing in Ad Hoc Networks
In essence, wireless fair queueing in an ad hoc network is inherent global computation. This is due to the fact that locationspecific contention, together with the notion of fairness, creates global coupling effects in the entire connected graph. Any scheduling decision made at a node may generate global domino effects in a connected graph. Hence, packet scheduling design cannot be isolated at each node. The notion of fairness must be defined with respect to at least a set of contending flows, if not all flows in the connected network graph. In addition, fair scheduling is a distributed computation problem and the proposed solution has to be fully distributed and localized. Thus, any distributed and localized solution to ad hoc fair queueing must coordinate their local interactions in order to achieve the desired global properties. This should be achieved within the constraints imposed by the networking environment.
Therefore, any fair packet scheduling algorithms proposed for multihop wireless networks must meet the following five stringent design requirements:
The solution must be fully distributed, and it involves only local computations by using local information only.
The solution must exhibit desired global behavior, e.g., fairness property.
0-7803-7016-3/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEĒ The solution must be scalable. The number of nodes in the ad hoc network can be large and the target can be a dense network, the solution should scale well in the presence of a large number of nodes and a dense graph. Besides, the solution should equally scale well in the presence of frequent node mobility and failures.
The solution must be efficient. Because of channel spatial reuse, the selection of simultaneous transmitters thus determines the aggregate channel utilization. Hence, the packet scheduling discipline needs to perform a judicious selection of such simultaneous transmissions in order to increase spatial reuse, while taking into account fairness considerations across flows.
The design must be coordinated among interacting nodes. The nature of location-specific contention implies that, any scheduling decision made at a node may have global impact and incur domino effects in the entire connected network graph. As a result, packet scheduling in such a network has to be coordinated among neighbors that have contending flows, and this coordination should be conducted in both the time domain and the spatial domain.
III. A SELF-COORDINATING APPROACH TO AD HOC FAIR
QUEUEING
In this section, we will develop a suite of novel distributed fair queueing models for ad hoc wireless networks.
A. Desired Global Properties
In order to develop localized models for distributed fair queueing in ad hoc networks, we first analyze an ideal centralized algorithm. Our purpose is to extract several desired global properties that the localized model should possess.
A.1 Flow graph versus node graph
To facilitate presentation, we first convert packet flows in a generic network topology into a flow graph. The flow graph precisely characterizes the spatial-domain, as well as the timedomain, contention relationship among transmitting flows. In a flow graph, each vertex represents a backlogged flow, and an edge between two vertex denotes that these two flows are contending with each other. If two vertices are not connected, these two flows can transmit simultaneously, thus spatial reuse is possible. Therefore, the flow graph explicitly describes which flows are contending and which flows can be concurrently transmitting. As an example, Figure 1 shows the flow contention graph for the six flows in the node graph.
A.2 What a centralized fair queueing model can do
Let us first re-visit an ideal centralized fair queueing algorithm designed for ad hoc networks. We start with the popular Start-time Fair Queueing (SFQ) [4] algorithm, which serves as the basis and has been further adapted to the ad hoc wireless networks in related works [10] [12] . In SFQ, each arriving packet is assigned two tags: a start tag and a finish tag. Specifically, a packet with sequence number of flow arriving at time ´Ø µ is assigned two tags: a start tag Ë and a finish tag , defined as follows:
where Ä Ô denotes the packet size in bits, and Î´¡µ is the system virtual time, taken to be the start tag of the packet currently being served in the scheduler during any busy period. Then, SFQ selects the flow with the minimum service tag (i.e., the start tag) at the moment and transmits its head-of-line packet. Now let us adapt SFQ to the ad hoc networking environment. Here is a brief summary of the proposed modifications to SFQ in order to address ad hoc wireless networking issues [10] [12]:
On tagging: for all the flows in the connected graph, we can still use the same tagging mechanism as SFQ. However, the propagation of system virtual time Î´Øµ to every flow in the network is a non-trivial issue 3 . Scheduling: The scheduling decision serves two purposes: (a) the scheduler needs to select the flow Ñ Ò with the smallest start tag for its next packet transmission, in order to ensure a basic fair share for every flow; (b) in addition to flow Ñ Ò , the scheduler selects multiple non-interfering flows for concurrent transmissions in order to increase spatial reuse. In part (b), different centralized algorithms may have different policies for channel spatial reuse. [10] selects flows that are not interfering with Ñ Ò , starting from those with smallest service tags at Ø. [12] seeks to maximize spatial reuse and selects flows that solve a corresponding minimum-coloring problem.
A.3 Existing approach to approximating the centralized algorithm
Existing distributed algorithms seek to approximate the above centralized algorithm within the framework of CSMA/CA MAC protocol [10] [12] . These approximations are based upon the following observations on the above centralized algorithm:
On tagging: If each flow can "hear" or learn an approximation of Î´Øµ in the system, i.e., the start tag of the flow that is currently being served by the local scheduler, then can assign both the start tags and the finish tags for its packets using (½). This way, flow does not need to know exact information on other flows. However, the cost to pay is that Î´Øµ is not the global system virtual time, it is only valid locally, since each flow can at most learn its two-hop (i.e. both the sender and the receiver) neighborhood in the node graph.
Scheduling:
The scheduler needs to select the flow with the smallest service tag for its next packet transmission. In order to achieve this, at each node Ò, it sets a backoff interval for each backlogged flow before it transmits a packet of flow . The backoff value ´Øµ is set to be ´Øµ £´Ë Î´Øµµ, where Ë is the service tag of the head-of-line packet of flow , and is a constant. This way, the flow with smallest service tag at Ø will transmit first (since it has smallest backoff period ´Øµ), and other contending flows will restrain from transmissions once they hear that flow is transmitting through carrier sensing. In addition, flows that are not interfering with will transmit concurrently, starting from the one with smaller backoff value.
At a first glance, it seems that the above approach works well as an elegant distributed implementation of fair queueing in such environments. However, a more careful examination reveals four limitations of this approach in a large ad hoc wireless network:
(a) Local virtual time Î´Øµ versus global system virtual time Î´Øµ: in an ad hoc network, each node can only learn at best the start tag of the transmitting packet in its local neighborhood, thus the Î´Øµ that it hears is in general different from the global system Î´Øµ as required by (½) in a large ad hoc network.
¿ In another recent work [18] , the authors also proposed a local fairness model in a different context. In the local fairness model, each flow's virtual time Î ´Øµ is defined only with respect to the one-hop neighboring flows in the flow graph.
0-7803-7016-3/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEE This brings inaccuracy for the approximation as well as creating ambiguity in the setting of the backoff interval for each flow (i.e., each backoff is set with respect to different reference virtual time). This may lead to unbounded unfairness (see Section III-B.2 for an example).
(b) Problems with backoff setting: at any time Ø, if there exists either significantly large or only minor difference of ´Øµ among flows (e.g., caused by large difference in flow weights), then the backoff-based approach results in either large system overhead (by waiting for an extended period of backoff interval) or potential collisions (due to inability to detect other transmissions). Besides, it may also need fine-grain timer support.
(c) Global synchronization: in order for the above backoff approach to work well, global synchronization is needed such that all flows will tick their backoff timer simultaneously. Without global synchronization, it cannot accurately approximate the centralized algorithm.
(d) Potential unbounded flow unfairness in the system: due to channel spatial reuse, certain flows will always transmit (concurrently with the flow of smallest service tag) more often than others, and the above approach cannot always bound the unfairness bound between any two flows in the system. We further elaborate this point later.
A.4 Extracting desired global properties
However, the centralized algorithm described in Section III-A.2 is still very useful to help us in extracting several global properties that we would like our localized model to possess:
Minimum fair share: Our fairness for each flow is still mea- Increasing channel spatial reuse: since wireless channel is bandwidth constrained, the proposed model should encourage concurrent transmissions as much as possible. This way, the aggregate network channel utilization is improved.
Bounding unfairness if needed: While channel spatial reuse increases network efficiency, it may cause certain flows' services unbounded in some topological scenarios, to be shown in later Section III-B.2. Some have argued that channel spatial reuse should be encouraged whenever it is possible (even at the risk of unbounded unfairness) as long as each flow receives a basic fair share [18] . However, for the purpose of simple accounting and in certain application scenarios, we may still want to limit flow unfairness. Therefore, in our design, we provide the option of bounding a flow's unfairness. Specifically, for any two backlogged flows and in a local neighborhood, the aggregate services that they receive during Ø ½ Ø ¾ satisfy:
where AE is a constant that characterizes the unfairness bound. Effectively, this requirement leads to long-term fairness for backlogged flows.
In addition, the proposed model should also possess the following scaling property, which is important in a large-scale or dense network:
Scaling property: the proposed model should scale well in the presence of a large number of nodes/flows and in a dense graph. In order to achieve this, each node should maintain only local information and perform local scheduling computation.
B. A Self-Coordinating Fair Queueing Model
We now describe a self-coordinating approach to distributed fair queueing in ad hoc networks. The proposed model is fully decentralized and localized, and possesses all the desired global properties that are identified in Section II-A.4. Our model is self coordinating in the sense that each local scheduler will coordinate its local interactions with its neighbors in order to exhibit the desired global behavior. This is achieved without global computation or global information propagation.
B.1 Overview of the proposed model
In the model, each network node maintains a local table, and the table records information of all flows in its one-hop neighborhood in the flow graph. Each node is responsible for assigning tags and scheduling flows that originate from it, and for recording flow tags for other flows in its locality. It still uses SFQ to assign start tags and finish tags for the flows. Besides, in each table entry, we record the following information:
, where the Ð Ó Û Ø is the most recent service tag that the node hears for flow Ð Ó Û .
Our proposed model uses three mechanisms to achieve the global properties through coordinations of local interactions at each node:
Maximizing local minimum by transmitting flows with local minimum service tags: a node immediately transmits a flow only if this flow has the minimum service tag Ð Ó Û Ø among all backlogged flows in its table.
Using the backoff mechanism to increase spatial reuse: if a flow does not have the local minimum service tag in its one-hop flow neighborhood, we still set a backoff timer for this flow in order to increase channel spatial reuse. Once the backoff timer expires and the channel is idle, the flow will transmit. Furthermore, we tailor the flow's backoff value setting to both the flow's local fairness (i.e., its received service compared to its neighbors) and its local contention degree (i.e., the number of contending flows in its neighborhood) in the flow graph.
Using a sliding window to limit the unfairness bound as an option: each node may maintain an upper bound AE for flow unfairness; whenever any flow's service tag reaches beyond what is allowed by AE, the flow is restrained from transmissions temporarily. We now describe these three mechanisms in more details.
B.2 Three mechanisms in the model
Maximizing local minimum
As observed in Section III-A.4, in order to ensure minimum fair share for each flow, the flow with the global minimum service tag in the entire network must be selected for transmission before any other flows. Note that this is a non-trivial issue in a distributed fair queueing model, since identifying the flow with the global minimum service tag in general requires sorting all flows in the entire network graph and it is a global computation. Therefore, how to use local information and local computation only to achieve this goal becomes a severe design challenge.
In this paper, we take a novel approach to identifying the flow with global minimum service tag. Since identifying a global minimum involves global search that cannot avoid global computation, we identify all flows with local minimum service tags, and schedule all such flows for transmission. This is what we called maximizing local minimum policy. As far as service tag is concerned, since the global minima must be a local minima (but not vice versa), we know that the flow with the global minimum gether with the "maximizing local minimum" policy, the aggregate service received by each flow may not be in proportional to its flow weight. Consider a simple example in Figure 3 , where there are five flows with identical weight 1. It is easy to see that over a long term, flow Ps will receive three times of service compared to other flows. This is because F5 can always transmit simultaneously with one of flows Fl, Fz, Fs through tag must be among these transmitted flows that have local minspatial reuse. Therefore, flow unfairness for F5 may become imum tags and it is guaranteed to be transmitted first. Hence, unbounded due to channel spatial reuse. In order to limit the "maximizing local minimum" policy is a superset of the "maxiunfairness bound if needed, we provide a sliding window mechmizing global minimum" policy, but not verse versa. anism at each node as an option.
We can also draw our model to an analogy of the 3-At any time instant, each node schedules packets of a flow dimensional model shown in Figure 2 , which illustrates Z-D in within a sliding window p (defined in virtual time), to increase the spatial domain, and 1-D characterizes the aggregate service channel spatial reuse. However, when flow f's service tag exreceived up to t (time domain). Our proposed model is similar ceeds the window, it stops in order to bound unfairness.
to the phenomenon that a rain storm washes a three-dimensional terrain: the water always fills in the three lowest (local) spots first in the Figure (marked with a A sign in the figure) . Once the lowest spots have been filled, it starts to fill other new lowest points in the terrain.
New backoffmechanism to increase spatial reuse
From the rain storm analogy shown above, we see that if water only fills in the lowest local spots each time, it takes a long time to make the entire terrain drenched by the water and become "flat" eventually. The same thing is true for distributed fair queueing. The "maximizing local minimum" policy alone may result in very low aggregate network utilization in a large network topology. Note that while water flows into the lowest spots faster, some water will also rinse higher-attitude terrains. We will increase spatial reuse in ad hoc fair queueing the same way. To do this, we need to simultaneously schedule other non-interfering flows. Note that channel spatial reuse is location specific and is dependent on how many flows are contending at a particular position in the graph. We will use a backoff-based mechanism to achieve this. The novelty in our model is that we tailor the backoff setting to both the local contention degree (i.e., how many flows contend with a flow; this is equivalent to its degree in the flow graph) and the fairness model.
Specifically, for any flow f, we set its backoff value to be the total number ofjlows that have smaller service tags (i.e., start tags) than flow f. Three properties of this policy are: (a) the backoff value is decoupled from the numerical difference in virtual times, this removes limitation (b) described in Section III-A.3; (b) it gives higher priority to flows that have received less fair services than flow f (i.e., they have smaller service tags);
and (c) the backoff is also tailored to current contention level in flow f's current location (i.e., how many flows are contending with f). Also note the minimum-service-tag flow has a backoff value 0, thus having the highest priority for local channel access.
C. Model Description
In this section, we describe the three models in algorithmic details, that progressively incorporate the three mechanisms described above and we name as "Maximize-Local-Min Fair Queueing" (MLM-FQ), "Enhanced-Maximize-Local-Min Fair Queueing" (EMLM-FQ), and "Bounded-Fair Maximize-LocalMin Fair Queueing" (BFMLM-FQ), accordingly. The MLM-FQ model implements the "maximize-local-minimum" policy only, while EMLM-FQ in addition implements the backoff-based spatial reuse mechanism, and BFMLM-FQ implements all three.
We only present BFMLM-FQ algorithm here as a complete description of all three proposed mechanisms. The detailed operations consist of four parts: 1. Local state maintenance: Each node n maintains a local table E,, which records each flow's current service tag for all flows in its one-hop neighborhood of the flow graph. Each table entry has the form of [f, Z"], where Z'f is the current service tag of flow f, i.e., the most recent start tag of flow f. : T2=2  F3: T3=3   F1: T1=1   F1: T1=11  F2: T2=2  F3: T3=3   backoff=2   F1: T1=1  F2: T2=2  F3: T3=3   F1: T1=1  F2: T2=2  F3: T3=3   F2: T2=2  F3: T3=3   backoff=2   1   F4: T4=14   backoff=0   1   F4: T4=14   backoff=1   F4: T4=14   backoff=0   F1: T1=1  F2: T2=2  F3: T3=3  F4: T4=4   backoff=1   F1: T1=1  F2: T2=2  F3: T3=3  F4: T4=4   backoff=2   F2: T2=2  F3: T3=3  F4: T4=4   backoff=2   F1's table  F2's table  F3's table  F4's table   F1's table  F2's table  F3's table  F4's 
D. Analytical Properties of the Model
In the following, we briefly characterize the properties of the proposed model. Due to space constraints, we only outline the proofs. 
where Ö is flow 's weight, and ¡ is a topology-dependent constant. Proof: The proof is based on mathematical induction for any two nodes in the connected graph, and the fact that a flow receiving global minimum (normalized) service must be a local minimum too. 
where Ö is flow 's weight, and ¬ is a topology-dependent con-
stant.
Proof Since the sliding window mechanism bounds the service difference in each of the one-hop neighborhood in the flow graph. Using arguments similar to Proposition III.1, the results follow readily.
In this section, we will present a practical implementation of the proposed models within the framework of the CSMA/CA MAC paradigm. Our implementation seeks to address the following practical issues:
Exchange of the table information at a flow's sender and its receiver: In the models described in Section III, each node in an ad hoc network maintains information for flows within onehop neighborhood in the flow contention graph. However, onehop neighborhood in a flow graph will translate to the two-hop neighborhood in the real node graph in practice (recall in Figure 1 , flow ½ one-hop neighborhood includes ¾ ¿ ). Therefore, given a flow , our proposed algorithms require us to maintain flow information for flows that are within the transmission range of either 's sender or its receiver. However, for any given node, our goal is to maintain flow information (i.e., service tags) for flows only within its one-hop neighborhood in the node graph. That is, no node needs to be aware of flow information at nodes that are more than one hop away in the node graph. We will address this issue in our implementation.
Propagation of each transmitting flow's updated service tag:
In our model, the table of each node needs to record the most recent service tag for each neighboring flow in the flow graph. Whenever a flow transmits, either the senders or the receivers of its neighboring flows should update the new service tag for this flow. This operation is critical for the implementation of our model and all related approaches [10] . One common approach is to include the new service tag either in the control messages of RTS and CTS, or packets DATA or ACK. However, spatial reuse may prevent certain flows always hear collisions and never got their relevant table entries updated (e.g., in Figure 1 , when ½ and are transmitting simultaneously, F and C nodes will always hear collisions and will not be able to hear the new service tags of ½ and ).
0-7803-7016-3/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEĒ Hidden terminal problem in the shared-channel multihop wireless network. This is a well-known problem in such networks [13] .
A. Protocol Overview
A.1 Basic Message Exchange Sequence
In our protocol, each data transmission follows a basic sequence of RTS-CTS-DS-DATA-ACK handshake, and this message exchange is preceded by a backoff of certain number of minislot times. When a node has a packet to transmit, it waits for an appropriate number of minislots before it initiates the RTS-CTS handshake. Specifically, the node checks its local table and sets a backoff timer for flow to be the number of flows with tags smaller than the tag of flow . This way, the local minimum-tag flow backs off for zero minislot and contends for the channel immediately. If the backoff timer of expires without overhearing any ongoing transmission, it starts RTS (carrying Ê to be explained in the next section) to initiate the handshake. If the node overhears some ongoing transmission, it cancels its backoff timer and defers until the ongoing transmission completes; In the meantime, it updates its local table for the tag of the on-going neighboring transmitting flow. When other nodes hear a RTS, they defer for one CTS transmission time to permit the sender to receive a CTS reply. When a receiver receives a RTS, it checks its local table. If Ê is greater than or equal to the backoff value for flow in the receiver's local table, it responds with CTS. Otherwise, the receiver simply drops RTS. Once a sender receives the CTS, it cancels all remaining backoff timers (for other flows) and transmits DS (other motivations for DS have been explained in [13] ). When hosts hear either a CTS or a DS message, they will defer until the DATA-ACK transmission completes.
A.2 Maintaining table information at both the sender and the receiver
Since the one-hop neighboring flow information of any flow is distributed at either its sender or its receiver, this will specifically affect the backoff value setting for each flow. In the model described in Section III, for flows that have smallest service tags in their local tables, the backoff is zero; for each flow in concurrent transmissions due to channel reuse, its backoff is set to be the number of flows in the table whose service tags are less than flow . According to this policy, we should set the backoff value for a flow, by taking into account both tables at the sender and the receiver. That is, flow 's backoff If a flow indeed appears in both tables, the receiver can simply delete this flow to avoid double counting; this can be easily achieved at the flow join-in phase. Then, in this scenario, a straightforward solution would be to broadcast the receiver's table in its one-hop neighborhood (of the node graph). However, if the table is big and being updated frequently, this will induce significant overhead, also this information may have to be retransmitted when collision happens. In essence, we have to reduce the communications between the sender and the receiver, which are prone to collisions.
In our design, we provide a better solution: if node AE is the sender of flow , sender AE knows precisely the backoff value Ë for a flow at the sender's table, but does not know Ê . We will let the sender estimate Ê . To this end, whenever a flow is transmitting through the RTS-CTS-DS-DATA-ACK sequence, the ACK packet carries two parameters: Å expires, we initiate RTS-CTS handshake and convey Ê back to the receiver to verify its estimation.
A.3 Propagating a flow's updated service tag
In order to propagate a flow's service tag to all its one-hop neighbors in the node graph and reduce the chance of information loss due to collisions during this service tag information propagation, we attach the tag Ì for flow in all four packets RTS, CTS, DS and ACK. However, we do not use the updated tag for flow in RTS and CTS packets, since RTS and CTS do not ensure a successful transmission. We still propagate this old flow tag to help correct some stale information in the one-hop neighborhood of the sender or the receiver. On the other hand, once the handshake of RTS and CTS is successful, we attach the updated flow tag in DS and ACK, to inform neighboring nodes of the new updated service tag of the current transmitting flow . Whenever collision happens, we invoke the standard random backoff algorithm.
Note that a flow 's sender always has correct information (i.e., current service tag) on and it is responsible to propagate this accurate information to its neighbors. Hence, only accurate information will be propagated in each local neighborhood of the network graph.
B. Simple Overhead Analysis
We now perform a simple analysis on the message overhead for data transmissions in our protocol. It is easy to show that the efficiency of our protocol, defined as the ratio of data portion (in bits) in each data transmission (including the control message overhead) is given as:
If we follow the 802.11 MAC specification, we choose a very conservative parameter set: 24 bytes for RTS, 18 bytes for CTS and DS, 20 bytes for ACK, 6 backoff slots (each slot is set to be 5 bytes), and the data packet is 512 bytes. Then the efficiency will be always larger than ¿± and the overhead is less than ½ ±, and this is acceptable in practice in order to achieve performance bounds at the packet granularity; also this is comparable to the overhead of IEEE 802.11 MAC. More importantly, since we make explicit efforts in scheduling, the chance of collisions is also reduced. In typical simulations for fair flow sharing, we observe that the performance gain because of reduced collisions by judicious scheduling may compensate this overhead, thus effectively maintaining or increasing the overall throughput. In this section, we use simulations to evaluate our proposed algorithms. We compare our Maximize-local Minimum Fair Queueing (MLM-FQ) algorithm, Enhanced Maximizelocal Minimum Fair Queueing (EMLM-FQ) algorithm, with three other protocols proposed in the literature: the two-tier fair scheduling (TWO-TIER) model [18] , the adaptive-coloringbased fair queueing (ADP-COL) algorithm [12] , and FIFO with the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. The simulator was implemented within the ns-2 simulator. The radio model is based on existing commercial wireless network with a radio transmission range of 250 meters and channel capacity of 2Mbit/sec. We simulate flows with Constant Bit Rate application model in ns-2, where the data packet size is set to be 512 bytes. Each simulation is run for 1000 seconds, and the throughput is counted as number of packets. We use identical flow weights in order to compare with the IEEE802.11 standard.
A. Simulation Scenario 1
In this example, we simulate five flows in a linear topology shown in Figure 6 (the flow graph is shown in Figure 7 ). The throughputs using the five algorithms are given in Table  I . We observe that MLM-FQ indeed achieves inter-flow fairness, and EMLM-FQ achieves much better spatial reuse in addition to ensuring minimum fair throughput (8% higher than FIFO with IEEE 802.11 MAC). In this case, we also observe that the TWO-TIER achieves highest system throughput due to its design efforts to maximize spatial reuse [18] . Besides, ADP-COL achieves maximal inter-flow fairness due to its adaptive coloring design [12] , but this is at the cost of more design complexities [12] . 
B. Scenario 2
In this scenario, we simulate nine flows in two cliques as shown in Figure 9 (the flow graph is shown in Figure 10 ). The simulation results are given in Figure 11 and Table II . In this case, since the flows form two cliques that are both heavily congested thus making spatial reuse infrequent, we do not achieve much spatial reuse in EMLM-FQ (only 2% increase compared with MLM-FQ), but both algorithms ensure minimum fairness. The Table also shows that IEEE 802.11 achieves best overall throughput, but this is achieved at the cost of throughput sufferings of flows ¾ , ¿ and .
C. Scenario 3
In this example, we simulate ten flows in the node graph of Figure 12 (the flow graph is Figure 13) . The results are shown in Figure 14 and Table III . In this case, we can see that MLM-FQ still achieves inter-flow fairness, but at the cost of overall throughput (49% of 802.11, which starves flows , , and ). EMLM-FQ improves the overall throughput to 85%. In this case, TWO-TIER achieves best throughput, and ADP-COL achieves maximal fair throughput, but these are achieved at the cost of higher design and implementation complexity.
D. Scenario 4
We next simulate a large topology with 21 flows (shown in Figures 15 and 16 ). The simulation results are given in Figure  17 and Table IV . From the results, we observe that MLM-FQ still ensures absolute inter-flow fairness at the cost of overall channel utilization. However, in this case, EMLM-FQ performs TWO-TIER  ADP-COL  MLM-FQ  EMLM-FQ  0  199653  141575  47468  43857  53228  1  45424  28311  47448  43856  48263  2  16644  28312  47449  43857  48782  3  18673  28313  47467  43856  47552  4  31823  28314  47448  43855  40359  5  48686  169868  47449  43856  41053  6  14005  28312  47450  43855  41012  7  144219  28313  47448  43856  41409  8  55403  28314  47449  43855 extremely well and achieves the highest system throughput with minimum fair throughput assurances. In this case, we can see that 802.11 starves multiple flows, TWO-TIER still gives very high throughput, and ADP-COL achieves maximal fair throughput for each flow.
VI. DISCUSSIONS AND RELATED WORK
In previous sections, we have described our proposed localized models and their practical implementations within the CSMA/CA paradigm. We now comment on several design issues and related works in the literature . TABLE III  EX. 3: THROUGHPUT COMPARISONS   N8  N9  N10  N11  N12  N13  N14  N16  N15   F8  F9  F10   N17  N18  N19  N20  N21   N22  N23  N24  N25  N26  N27   F15   F16   N7   N1  N0  N2  N3  N4  N5   F0  F1  F2  F3   F4  F5   N6   F6  F7   F11   F12   F13  F14   N28  N29  N30  N31 hop neighborhood flow information (i.e., each flow's ID, and its current service tag) and simple local computation, this feature makes our design work well in the presence of node mobility. However, if a node is mobile, it does take several packet transmission times to discover its new neighborhood and its table in the new location. Ongoing work seeks to evaluate this aspect via simulations.
A.2 Scalability
Another feature of our proposed design is that it scales well in a large-scale or dense ad hoc network. This is because in our design each node only communicates with its one-hop neighbors in the node graph; the information maintained is also minimal, only parameters such as current service tag and flow weight per flow are needed. The computation workload (i.e., tag assignment, sorting flows based on current virtual times, etc.) performed at each node is also very light.
A.3 Other issues
Our design described in this paper mainly targets fixed packet size, since this is realistic in typical wireless networks. But our design also works for variable packet size scenarios since the tagging update mechanism has counted the packet size and our scheduling is based on the service tags of local contending flows. In our maximize-local-min algorithm, non-localminimum flows defer transmissions for flows with local minimum tags. In our enhanced maximize-local-min algorithm, flows contend for spatial reuse; even though large packet size may hurt the local minimum flows temporarily, the local minimum flows always have highest priority for channel access (i.e., they have backoff zero) once the channel is idle.
A. 4 Comparisons between fully distributed algorithms and our localized coordination approach A final comment is on the difference between our localized coordination approach and a standard fully distributed algorithm. We should clarify that our self-coordinating approach is a class of fully distributed algorithms, but it emphasizes more on structured design on fully distributed algorithm, while a common distributed algorithm design for fair queueing is typically done in an ad hoc manner and seeks to approximate the centralized algorithm. In contrast, we will use the centralized algorithm to extract the key global properties that we would like to achieve through the local algorithms, then develop local models that capture these global behaviors, and finally design implementation protocols to realize the proposed local models.
B. Related Work
Packet scheduling for both wired and packet cellular networks has been an intensive research area in the networking field [1] - [9] . In multihop wireless networks, providing minimum throughput and bounded delay access has been studied at the MAC layer and some representative works on this topic include [14] - [17] . These works seek to design conflict-free link scheduling schemes that attempt to maximize channel spatial reuse and remain immune to topological changes in the presence of node mobility, and they are typically developed within the TDMA-like MAC protocol. The focus of these MAC-layer designs has been the mechanisms of channel access by assuming that the packet scheduling algorithm has been worked out, rather than the other way around.
Three more recent works address packet scheduling issues in ad hoc wireless networks [10] [12] [18] . [10] studies the problem of fair queueing in ad hoc networks, and the focus has been to define an appropriate centralized model (i.e., the GSR model in the paper). It also provides a backoff-based distributed implementation, but leaves out many critical details. Another independent work [12] also seeks to formulate the problem of ad hoc fair queueing, and the authors seek to maximize channel spatial reuse while ensuring fairness. Again the focus has been to define an ideal centralized model, though it also provides a tree-based distributed implementation. Finally, [18] presents a centralized model and a distributed implementation protocol for packet scheduling in ad hoc networks, but the focus there is how to resolve the conflicts between fairness and maximal throughput and arbitrate the tradeoff between these two.
In another recent work [11] , the authors address the issue of distributed fair queueing in a wireless LAN environment. The proposed design only works for a completely connected graph. Interested readers may wonder whether we can apply the same algorithm in multihop wireless networks. It turns out this is not feasible for an ad hoc network for multiple reasons. First, in a fully connected graph, it may be true that we do not need to maintain a virtual clock, but this is definitely not true for ad hoc networks. Since the backoff approach of [11] has to subtract a system virtual time from each flow's current tag to compute the backoff time for each packet transmission, the accurate acquisition of the system virtual time becomes critical. This problem is trivial in a complete graph studied in [11] . It becomes unclear how to get the global system virtual time in a large-scale multi-hop ad hoc network where multiple flows may be transmitting simultaneously. Again, if we redefine the system virtual time only to a local neighborhood, what fairness model that it achieves becomes unclear. We illustrate this issue through the example of Figure 4 . In the same problem setting, according to [11] ple shows the difficulty in directly applying the design of [11] in a multihop ad hoc network. Besides, large difference in flow weights (e.g., 0.1 for flow ½ , 0.001 for flow ¾ ) will bring large variance in the backoff values, and affect the performance. But our design does not have this problem. Furthermore, our MLM-FQ algorithm does not need synchronization, which is a clear advantage over the backoff-based approach that needs accurate synchronization. We do use the backoff mechanism in our design, but it is a secondary mechanism to improve spatial reuse. Besides, our backoff mechanism does not need global synchronization, and the local synchronization needed is provided by the data transmission handshake.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a suite of new localized and fully distributed fair queueing model for ad hoc wireless networks. Our proposed models seek to devise scalable and efficient solutions to ad hoc fair queueing problem, and they provide fairness and increase spatial reuse. Our models rely on local information and local computations only, and multiple localized schedulers coordinate their interactions and collectively achieve desired global properties such as fairness, scaling and efficiency. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed design through both simulations and analysis. Ongoing work seeks to improve the design of the distributed implementation, to perform more extensive simulations, and to refine the analytical bounds of the proposed algorithms.
